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A non-ionizing ultra-fast laser pulse of 20 femtosecond duration with a peak amplitude electric-field ±E = 200x10-4 a.u. was 

simulated. It was applied to the ethene molecule to consider its effect on the electron dynamics, both during the application 

of the laser pulse and for up to 100 femtoseconds after the pulse was switched off. Four laser pulse frequencies  = 0.2692 

a.u., 0.2808 a.u., 0.2830 a.u. and 0.2900 a.u. were chosen to correspond to excitation energies mid-way between the (S1,S2), 

(S2,S3), (S3,S4) and (S4,S5) electronic states, respectively. Scalar quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) was used 

to quantify the shifts of the C1-C2 bond critical points (BCPs). Depending on the frequencies  selected, the C1-C2 BCP 

shifts were up to 5.8 times higher after the pulse was switched off compared with a static E-field with the same magnitude. 

Next generation QTAIM (NG-QTAIM) was used to visualize and quantify the directional chemical character. In particular 

polarization effects and bond strengths, in the form of bond-rigidity vs. bond-flexibility, were found, for some laser pulse 

frequencies, to increase after the laser pulse was switched off. Our analysis demonstrates that NG-QTAIM, in partnership 

with ultra-fast laser irradiation, is useful as a tool in the emerging field of ultra-fast electron dynamics which will be essential 

for the design and control of molecular electronic devices. 
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Introduction 

 

The miniaturization of semiconductor devices according to Moore’s Law [1] is reaching its physical limits. 

Therefore, the creation of electronic devices from individual atoms or molecules is the defining goal of electronics 

[2]. Towards this end, the single-molecule-junction research field is attracting increased interest [3]. In particular 

properties of conjugated carbon -C=C- ‘linkages’, as wires between building blocks, have prompted a huge and 

diverse body of research in polyenes, cumulenes and related molecular motifs [4]–[10]. Ethene in particular has 

attracted a substantial body of both theoretical and experimental research investigations [11]–[24] focusing on 

excited state photo-dynamics, as it is the repeating unit of the simplest polyene and the smallest organic molecule 

that comprises a π orbital.  

Oriented static electric (E)-fields can significantly alter the potential energy surfaces (PES) of molecules in terms 

of bond breaking and bond making processes for the control of chemical reactions [25]–[31]. Using strong 

external homogenous E-fields (±10x109 Vm-1), Sowlati-Hashjin and Matta discovered that parallel E-fields 

increasingly stretch a bond with increasing E-field strength; conversely, antiparallel fields compress the bond but 

to a lesser extent [32]. Previously for the ethene molecule, we used static E-fields in the range ±100x10-4 a.u. (≈ 

± 5.14x109 Vm-1) to ±200x10-4 a.u. (≈ ±10.28x109 Vm-1), which are easily accessible within a Scanning Tunneling 

Microscope (STM) [33]. Knowledge of the energy barrier only enabled an understanding of the energetics of the 

switch, but did not return directional information on the effect of varying the direction or orientation of the applied 

E-field. This was because of the presence of only very slight changes to the molecular geometry. Therefore, only 

subtle changes to the QTAIM properties were observed including the shift of the C-C and C-H bond critical points 

(BCPs) and a change to the ellipticity ε (≈ 2%). These BCP shifts demonstrated polarization through a change in 

the atomic boundaries and therefore size of the atoms involved in a bond. More substantial changes were found 

using vector-based NG-QTAIM [34] in the form of polarization effects observed from changes to the morphology 

of the 3-D envelope around the BCP, see Scheme 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1. The ethene bond-path framework set  displaying the {q(magenta), qʹ(red)} path-packets for the most preferred 

directions of charge density accumulation ρ(r) of the relaxed geometry (left-panel), with the corresponding least preferred 

directions of ρ(r): {p(blue), pʹ(cyan)} path-packets (right-panel). The green spheres indicate the locations of the BCPs, 

notice the x, y, z Cartesian coordinate axes. 



In this investigation, we will consider the effect of the electron dynamics exclusively and not processes that 

involve any shifting of nuclear positions that may occur during the formation and rupture of chemical bonds [35]–

[39]. We will use NG-QTAIM’s directional interpretation of bonding, incorporating the most and least preferred 

directions of electronic charge density accumulation ρ(r) using ethene as the molecular wire [40], see Scheme 1. 

The main goal of this investigation is to obtain the basic principles governing the effect of an ultra-fast non-

ionizing laser pulse on the electronic charge density distribution, compared to the static E-field that we previously 

undertook. This will involve using NG-QTAIM to quantify the effect of an ultra-fast non-ionizing laser pulse on 

the electron dynamics of ethene in the complete absence of nuclear motion. Because an ultra-fast pulse will create 

an energetic broadening of the basic laser frequency, a number of laser frequencies spanning the lower-lying 

excited states will be investigated, see the Computational Details section. 

 

 

2. Theory and Methods 

 

 

2.1 The QTAIM and BCP descriptors; ellipticity ε 

The four types of QTAIM [41] critical points are labelled using the notation (R, ω), where R is the rank of the 

Hessian matrix and ω is the signature corresponding to the algebraic sum of the signs of the eigenvalues. These 

critical points can be divided into four types of topologically stable critical points according to the set of ordered 

eigenvalues λ1 < λ2 < λ3, with corresponding eigenvectors e1, e2, e3 of the Hessian matrix. The (3, -3) [nuclear 

critical point (NCP), a local maximum], (3, -1) and (3, 1) [saddle points, referred to as bond critical points (BCP) 

and ring critical points (RCP), respectively] and (3, 3) [the cage critical points (CCP)]. QTAIM allows us to 

identify critical points in the total electronic charge density distribution ρ(r) by analyzing the gradient vector field 

∇ρ(r). In the limit that the forces on the nuclei become vanishingly small, an atomic interaction line (AIL) [42] 

becomes a bond-path, which may not be a chemical bond [43]. The full set of critical points and the associated 

bond-paths of a molecule/cluster are referred to as the molecular graph. The ellipticity ε = |λ1|/|λ2| – 1, where λ1 

and λ2 are negative eigenvalues of the corresponding e1 and e2, respectively, provides the relative accumulation 

of ρ(rb) in the two directions perpendicular to the bond-path at a BCP. The associated eigenvectors e1 and e2 

correspond to the least and most preferred directions of charge density accumulation ρ(rb), and the e3 eigenvector 

is always directed along the bond path. 

The C1-C2 BCP shifts ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2) are calculated as the difference in partial bond-lengths measured 

with and without the presence of the laser pulse as a function of the E-field direction, C1→C2 (-Ex) or C1←C2 

(+Ex) and frequency of the laser pulse, see Scheme 1 for the direction of the Cartesian x axis. The shift in the C1-

C2 BCP position is tracked for up to 100 fs after the laser pulse is switched off. The shift in position of the C1-

C2 BCP will be used as a scalar measure of the polarization effect because the C1-C2 BCP is positioned on the 

boundary of the C1 NCP and C2 NCP. The shift in the C1-C2 BCP caused by the laser pulse during the pulse and 



after it is switched off is determined by calculating the relative partial bond-lengths and compared with relaxed 

ethene to give ∆(C2-BCP, BCP-C1). 

 

2.2 The QTAIM bond-path properties; the bond-path framework set and precession  

The next-generation QTAIM [34] interpretation of the chemical bond is referred to as the bond-path framework 

set, denoted by , where  = {p,q,r}. Consequently, for a given electronic state  comprises three ‘linkages’; p, 

q and r associated with the e1, e2 and e3 eigenvectors, respectively. The p and q, which are defined in 3-D space, 

are connectors which may not necessarily be linear since they may twist and intersect the bond-path. They are 

constructed from the least (e1) and most (e2) preferred directions of electronic charge density accumulation ρ(r) 

along the bond-path, which is referred to as (r) and is constructed from (e3). The {q,q′} and {p,p′} path-packets 

are scaled by the ellipticity ε due to the universal chemical interpretation of the ellipticity ε: 

  

  qi = ri + εie2,i, q′i = ri - εie2,i      (1) 

  pi = ri + εie1,i, p′i = ri - εie1,i      

 

The orbital-like packet shapes that the pair of q- and q′-paths form along the BCP are referred to as a {q,q′} path-

packet. Extremely long {q,q′} path-packets indicate the imminent BCP rupture. Larger {q,q′} path-packets in the 

vicinity of a BCP signify an easier passage of the BCP as opposed to smaller {q,q′}-path packets. The response 

of the {p,p′} and {q,q′} path-packets to an ultra-fast laser pulse in terms of the shape, symmetry, area and 

movement of the centre, i.e. the position of the BCP, of the {p,p′} and {q,q′} path-packets can all provide the 

NG-QTAIM interpretation of the response of the ultra-fast laser pulse. 

We will now define the extent to which the {p,p′} path-packet constructed from the e1 eigenvector wraps i.e. 

precesses about a bond-path, see the left panel of Scheme 2. For the {p,p′} path-packet, defined by the e1 

eigenvector, we wish to follow the extent to which the {p,p′} path-packet precesses about the bond-path by 

defining the precession for bond-path-rigidity [44]–[46]: 

 

 = 1 – cos2α,           where cosα = e1∙u        and          0 ≤  ≤ 1                                             (2) 

 

The reference direction u is chosen to align maximally with the interatomic surface path (IAS) for the e1 

eigenvector. Considering the extremes of , with α defined by equation (2), for  = 0, there is maximum 

alignment of the reference direction u with the e1 eigenvector, the least facile direction. For  = 1 we have the 

maximum degree of alignment with the e2 eigenvector, the most facile direction. In other words,  = 0 and  = 

1 indicate bond-paths with the lowest and highest tendencies towards bond-path-flexibility, respectively. The 



precession  is determined relative to the BCP, in either direction along the bond-path towards the nuclei at either 

end of the bond-path using an arbitrarily small spacing of e1 eigenvectors. If we choose the precession  of the 

{p,p′} path-packet about the bond-path when the ±e1 eigenvector is parallel to u, the BCP will have minimum 

facile character, i.e. bond-path-rigidity. By following the variation of the precession  we can quantify the degree 

of facile character of a BCP along an entire bond-path. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 2. The construction of the {p,p′} precession  (left-panel) corresponding to the ethene molecular graph. The unit 

vectors u (blue arrows) are defined as the reference directions for the C1-C2 BCP and the C2-H3 BCP and are parallel to 

the e1 eigenvectors (red arrows). The  will be calculated for all bond-paths due to the directional nature of the applied 

ultra-fast laser pulse. The pale magenta lines indicate the interatomic surface paths (IAS) for the e1 eigenvectors that 

originate at a BCP. The green spheres indicate the locations of the BCPs. The {q,q′} precession ′ (right-panel). The 

reference directions vectors u (blue arrows) are shown for the reader’s convenience and correspond to those in the left panel. 

The pale magenta lines indicate the IAS paths for the e2 eigenvectors that originate at a BCP. 

 

The precession of the {q,q′} path-packet, defined by the e2 eigenvector, about the bond-path, is defined by 

equation (3), see also Scheme 2: 

 

ʹ = 1 – cos2β,  where cosβ = e2∙u,  β = (π/2 – α) and   0 ≤ ʹ ≤ 1                (3) 

 

For ʹ = 0 we have a maximum degree of facile character and for ’ = 1 we have the minimum degree of facile 

character. Values of the precession ʹ in the range 0 ≤ ʹ ≤ 1 indicate polarization of the electron density 

distribution ρ(r) associated with the bond-path in terms of the changing orientation of the e2 eigenvectors, from 

parallel to perpendicular, including intermediate orientations of the e2 eigenvector. Consequently, there will be a 

spectrum of ‘mixed’ bond types within the limits of the rigid shared-shell character ʹ = 1, characteristic of pi-

bonds, e.g. the C1-C2 bond of ethane, and flexible closed-shell character ʹ = 0, characteristic of weaker closed-

shell bonds that are more flexible, e.g. hydrogen bonds. 

In this investigation, the integral, i.e. the area under the precession ʹ, is calculated separately for the C1-BCP 

and BCP-C2 regions, and is referred to as Q1 and Q2, respectively. The corresponding normalized areas Q1norm = 

Q1/PBPL1, Q2norm = Q2/PBPL2 will be calculated, where PBPL1 is the partial bond-path length for the C1-BCP 



portion C1-C2 BCP bond-path i.e. the path between the C1 atom and the BCP with similar for PBPL2. The C1-

C2 BCP motion is quantified by the e3 eigenvector that is directed along the C1-C2 BCP bond-path. The reason 

for obtaining the normalized Q1norm and Q2norm values is to remove the effect of C1-C2 BCP movement on the Q1 

and Q2 values. This is because we want to quantify the directional changes to the chemical character using the e1 

and e2 eigenvectors that are used to construct the precession ʹ and the Q1 and Q2 values. The Q1norm and Q2norm 

values will provide a measure of the change in chemical character that can be compared to the molecular graph 

of the relaxed ethene, where higher and lower values indicate more rigid and less rigid C1-C2 BCP chemical 

character compared to the relaxed ethane, respectively. Differences in the magnitudes of the Q1norm and Q2norm 

values indicate polarization effects. 

The normalized areas Q1norm and Q2norm will be calculated for each of the four laser pulse frequencies before and 

after the laser pulse is switched off. 

 

3. Computational Details 

 

A set of configuration state functions was computed to build pseudo-CI (configuration interaction) singles 

eigenvectors in the zero external electric (E) field case, using the hybrid linear response time-dependent density 

functional theory/configuration interaction (LR-TDDFT/CI) approach detailed in previous work[47]–[49]. This 

was undertaken using TD-DFT at the CAM-B3LYP[50] /aug-cc-pVTZ[51], [52] level, both shown elsewhere in 

the literature[53] as providing accurate descriptions of excited states. The calculations were carried out using the 

Gaussian G09 v.E.01[54] package without symmetry constraints and using an ‘ultrafine’ integration grid, solving 

for the fifty lowest-energy excited states. Each time-independent many-electron state was formulated as a linear 

combination of singly-excited configuration state functions. Using the time-dependent CI implementation within 

the detCI module[47], [48] within the ORBKIT[55] package, a library of transition dipole moments between 

states was precomputed for use in propagating the electron dynamics within the clamped-nuclei approximation. 

The electron dynamics were propagated using the many-electron time dependent Schrödinger equation using the 

field-free Hamiltonian, within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, with the additional semi-classical dipole 

approximation term -µ.E(t), where the dot indicates a vector dot product, where µ is the dipole operator and E(t) 

is the time-dependent applied electric field. The effect of arbitrarily applied non-ionizing ultrafast laser pulses 

was modelled by specifying the time dependence of the spatial components of E(t) along with their polarization 

and relative phase information using cubic spline interpolation between pre-calculated E-field vs. time values. 

The pre-computed dipole moment library was used at each dynamics time-step to calculate the dipole interaction 

term -µ.E(t). The wavefunction was propagated as a linear complex-weighted sum of the previously computed 

pseudo-CI singles states, as described in previous work[47], [48]. 



The electron dynamics were propagated for a total of 100 fs in the ‘interaction’ representation, applying a 20 fs 

‘sine-squared’-shaped laser pulse of peak amplitude 200x10-4 a.u., polarized along the chosen x-axis of the 

molecule (along the C1-C2 bond), for a set of laser frequencies corresponding to a number of excitation energies 

spanning a range of the lower-lying excited states. A ‘field broadening’ approach is employed:  for a ‘sin2’ 

amplitude envelope function pulse of duration ΔT, then the energetic broadening of the field is simply ΔE = ħ/ΔT. 

Low-lying electronic states are usually well separated energetically, so only very short pulses, such as the 20fs 

pulse used here, are broad enough to excite the desired superposition states. The half-cycle ‘sin2’ envelope 

function of duration 20fs, which takes values in the range 0.0-1.0, describing the time dependence of the amplitude 

of the single pulse, is multiplied by the function Exsin(ωt) where ω is the chosen laser excitation frequency and 

Ex is the peak electric field magnitude in the x-direction along the C1-C2 bond, to give the overall time 

dependence of the simulated electric field. Both the sin2 envelope function and the time dependent electric field 

Exsin(ωt) function commence at time t = 0 with a phase shift of 0. Short pulses are inherently energetically broad: 

they are inevitably unselective, so the set of excitation energies (i.e. field frequencies) are chosen to span a 

relatively wide range of the lower-lying excited states. More selective strategies for excitation of superposition 

states are elusive and are still being actively sought in the research literature, e.g. ‘undertuning’ and ‘overtuning’ 

strategies have had only mitigated success[56], although laser-induced selective alignment of molecules relative 

to fields is now experimentally possible[57], [58]. 

During the electron dynamics, snapshots of the total electronic charge density distribution ρ(r) were generated as 

a ‘gridded’ scalar field with a grid spacing of 0.1 a.u. and a grid edge padding distance of 4.0 a.u. on all sides of 

the molecule. The CRITIC2 code[59] with the ‘density-smoothing’[60] option was used to obtain the bond critical 

points (BCPs), bond paths and eigenvectors of the Hessian of the density ρ(r) for each snapshot, ensuring that the 

Poincaré-Hopf relationship was satisfied in all cases. NG-QTAIM properties were obtained using the in-house 

QuantVec[61] suite which is compatible with the CRITIC2 code. Visualization of molecular graphs and {q,q’} 

and {p,p’} path-packets was performed using the ‘topviz’ package within QuantVec employing the Mayavi[62] 

graphics toolkit. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

In this investigation, we chose the highly symmetric planar ethene molecule to determine the QTAIM and NG-

QTAIM properties arising from the application of a non-ionizing ultra-fast laser pulse with peak electric field Ex 

= ±200.0×10-4 a.u., see Scheme 1.  

Four laser pulse frequencies  = 0.2692 a.u., 0.2808 a.u., 0.2830 a.u. and 0.2900 a.u. were chosen to correspond 

to excitation energies mid-way between the (S1,S2), (S2,S3), (S3,S4) and (S4,S5) electronic states, respectively, 

along with the associated electronic state populations, see Supplementary Materials S1. The corresponding 

variations with time of the laser pulse frequencies display positive and negative extrema of the Ex-field values, 



which are both slightly shifted with respect to the peak of the laser pulse; see the Supplementary Materials S2.  

The tabulated partial bond-lengths and values of (Q1, Q2) of the symmetry inequivalent C-H BCPs and relative 

C-H BCP shifts (compared to the relaxed ethene molecule) in BCP positions are provided in the Supplementary 

Materials S3. The partial bond-lengths C1-BCP and BCP-C2 of the C1-C2 BCP and the symmetry inequivalent 

and C-H BCPs, in the absence of the laser pulse, i.e. for the relaxed ethene molecule, are presented in Table 1. 

The areas under the C1-BCP (Q1) and BCP-C2 (Q2) portions of the precession ʹ plot are presented in Table 1. 

The absence of polarization effect for the C1-C2 BCP is evident from the equal magnitude of Q1 and Q2, which 

is due to the symmetrical positioning of the C1-C2 BCP mid-way between the C1 NCP and C2 NCP, see Table 

1. The partial bond-lengths C1-BCP, BCP-C2, relative partial bond-lengths, i.e. compared with relaxed ethene, 

∆(C2-BCP, BCP-C1) and Q1norm = Q1/PBPL1, Q2norm = Q2/PBPL2 for the four frequencies and up to 100 fs after 

the pulse is switched off are also presented in Tables 2-5.  

In this investigation, we only consider the Q1, Q2 values associated with the C1-C2 BCP due to the symmetrical 

positioning of the C1-C2 BCP along the C1-C2 BCP bond-path in the relaxed ethene molecule. The precession 

, ʹ plots for the C1-C2 BCP bond-paths are provided in the Supplementary Materials S4.  

The {q,q′} path-packets for the 20 fs duration of the laser pulse for the four frequencies  = 0.2692 a.u., 0.2808 

a.u., 0.2830 a.u. and 0.2900 a.u. are presented in sub-figures (a-c) of Figures 1-4 respectively. The corresponding 

{q,q′} path-packets at 100 femtoseconds (fs) after the pulse is switched off are presented in the sub-figure (d) of  

Figures 1-4. The remaining {q,q′} path-packets and corresponding {p,p′} path-packets are presented in the 

Supplementary Materials S5.  

For the lowest frequency  = 0.2692 a.u., which corresponds to an excitation energy mid-way between the S1 and 

S2 electronic states, the effect of the +Ex-field and -Ex-field directions are clearly visible for the C1-C2 BCP in 

the form of a tear drop shaped {q,q′} path-packet with the pointed-to-blunt end being oriented C1←C2 and 

C1→C2 for the +Ex-field and -Ex-field directions, respectively, see sub-figures (a-c) of Figure 1. This finding is 

consistent with our previous results that quantified the C1-C2 BCP shift in ethene with a static ±Ex-field [33]. 

The effect of the laser pulse is apparent 100 fs after the pulse is switched off by observing differences in the 

morphology of the {q,q′} path-packets compared with the {q,q′} path-packets of relaxed ethene, see the left panel 

of Scheme 1. In particular, the C1-C2 BCP{q,q′} path-packet of relaxed ethene is completely symmetrical, and 

there are no differences in the C-H BCP{q,q′} path-packets on the left and right hand side of the C1-C2 BCP 

bond-path. These directional effects are dependent on the ±Ex-field and are not apparent for the laser pulses 

created from frequencies of  =  0.2808 a.u. and  =  0.2830 a.u.; instead the C1-C2 BCP{q,q′} path-packets are 

narrower or wider depending on the time interval, see Figures 2-3 respectively. It is also observed that differences 

in the electronic state populations for the frequencies  = 0.2808 a.u. and  = 0.2830 a.u. are very small and 

difficult to interpret. The corresponding C1-C2 BCP {q,q′} path-packets however display significant differences, 

compare Figure 2 and Figure 3. For the highest frequency considered ( =  0.2900 a.u.), the C1-C2 BCP{q,q′} 



path-packets possess a superposition of tear drop forms dependent on the ±Ex-field and smaller/larger path-

packets. Therefore, the C1-C2 BCP {q,q′} path-packets for  =  0.2900 a.u. are intermediate in morphology 

between the lowest frequency  = 0.2692 a.u. and the intermediate frequencies  =  0.2808 a.u. and  =  0.2830 

a.u. 

Corresponding to the tear drop shaped C1-C2 BCP {q,q′} path-packets for the lowest frequency  = 0.2692 a.u. 

for the duration of the laser pulse, there is a dependency on the direction of the C1-C2 BCP shift for the ±Ex-field 

direction, see Table 2. This is evident from the C1-C2 BCP movement towards the C2 NCP for the positive field 

+Ex and away from the C2 NCP for the negative field -Ex. Note that the positive field +Ex corresponds to the 

C1←C2 direction and the negative field -Ex corresponds to the C1→C2 direction, see Scheme 1. Conversely, the 

lack of tear drop shaped C1-C2 BCP {q,q′} path-packets during the pulse for the frequencies  = 0.2808 a.u. and 

 = 0.2830 a.u. lacks a clear dependency of the C1-C2 BCP movement on the ±Ex-field direction, see Table 3 

and Table 4 respectively. This is also the case for the highest frequency  =  0.2900 a.u., see Table 5. After the 

pulse is switched off, the C1-C2 BCP shifts i.e. ∆(C2-BCP, BCP-C1) reduce in magnitude, see Table 2. This 

reduced magnitude of C1-C2 BCP shift is still significantly larger than that of the previously published work [33] 

on ethene subjected to a static Ex-field = ±200 a.u., where values of ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2) = ±0.030 a.u. For the 

remaining three frequencies, the C1-C2 BCP shifts increase in magnitude after the pulse is removed, see Tables 

3-5. For all four frequencies, the C1-C2 BCP shifts were for practical purposes identical in magnitude for each 

portion of the bond-path, e.g. ∆(C2-BCP = 0.119 a.u., BCP-C1 = -0.119 a.u.) for +Ex-field ≈ ±200 a.u., see Table 

2. This is not the case for the directional chemical character along the C1-C2 BCP bond-path as measured by the 

Q1norm and Q2norm values. The effect of the laser pulse is to change the directional chemical character along the 

C1-C2 BCP bond-path as measured by the Q1norm and Q2norm values compared with the relaxed ethene 

(0.600,0.600), see Tables 2-5. This is evident in the increased polarization of the Q1norm and Q2norm values for the 

lowest frequency ( = 0.2692 a.u.), e.g. for +Ex-field ≈ ±200 a.u. Q1norm = 0.422 and Q2norm = 0.934 and for the 

highest frequency ( =  0.2900 a.u.) Q1norm = 0.829 and Q2norm = 0.431, see Table 2 and Table 5, respectively. 

Although this polarization of Q1norm and Q2norm values is not apparent for the intermediate frequencies, the Q1norm 

and Q2norm values are still distinguishable, e.g. Q1norm = 0.559 and Q2norm = 0.642. 

Conversely, after the pulse is switched off the Q1norm and Q2norm values remain about the same for the lowest 

frequency and tend to decrease for the three higher frequencies. 
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Figure 1. The ethene bond-path framework set  displaying the {q (magenta), qʹ (red)} path-packets for values of the laser 

pulse frequency  = 0.2692 a.u. for Ex = -98.2×10-4 a.u. at time = 4.944 fs (left-panel) and Ex = +107.0×10-4 a.u. at time = 

5.224 fs (right-panel) of sub-figure (a). The {q,qʹ} path-packets corresponding to the peak ±E-field values: Ex = -200.0×10-

4 a.u. (at 10.022 fs) and Ex = +199.6×10-4 a.u. (at 9.742 fs) are presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-

figure (b). The {q,qʹ} path-packets for Ex = -96.8×10-4 a.u. (at 15.101 fs) and Ex = +105.6×10-4 a.u. (at 14.821 fs) are 

presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-figure (c). The {q,qʹ} path-packets at 100 fs after the pulse is 

switched off is presented in sub-figure (d). For further details see scheme 1. 
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(d) 

Figure 2. The ethene bond-path framework set  displaying the {q (magenta), qʹ (red)} path-packets for values of the laser 

pulse frequency  = 0.2808 a.u. for Ex = -91.7×10-4 a.u. at time = 4.741 fs (left-panel) and Ex = +100.2×10-4 a.u. at time  = 

5.011 fs (right-panel) of sub-figure (a). The {q,qʹ} path-packets corresponding to the peak ±E-field values: Ex = -199.8×10-

4 a.u. (at 10.151 fs) and Ex = +199.7×10-4 a.u. (at 9.882 fs) are presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-

figure (b). The {q,qʹ} path-packets for Ex = -99.3×10-4 a.u. (at 15.022 fs) and Ex = +107.7×10-4 a.u. (at 14.752 fs) are 

presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-figure (c). The {q,qʹ} path-packets at 100 fs after the pulse is 

switched off is presented in sub-figure (d). For further details see scheme 1. 
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Figure 3. The ethene bond-path framework set  displaying the {q (magenta), qʹ (red)} path-packets for values of the laser 

pulse frequency  = 0.2830 a.u. for Ex = -107.4×10-4 a.u. at time = 5.235 fs (left-panel) and Ex = +99.0×10-4 a.u. at time = 

4.968 fs (right-panel) of sub-figure (a). The {q,qʹ} path-packets corresponding to the peak ±E-field values: Ex = -199.6×10-

4 a.u. (at 10.064 fs) and Ex = +199.6×10-4 a.u. (at 9.797 fs) are presented in the left and right panels, respectively of sub-

figure (b). The {q,qʹ} path-packets for Ex = -103.0×10-4 a.u. (at 14.904 fs) and Ex = +94.6×10-4 a.u. (at 15.171 fs) are 

presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-figure (c). The {q,qʹ} path-packets at 100 fs after the pulse is 

switched off is presented in sub-figure (d). For further details see scheme 1. 
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Figure 4. The ethene bond-path framework set  displaying the {q (magenta), qʹ (red)} path-packets for values of the laser 

pulse frequency  = 0.290 a.u. for Ex = -103.4×10-4 a.u. at time = 5.115 fs (left-panel) and Ex = +95.1×10-4 a.u. at time = 

4.854 fs (right-panel) of sub-figure (a). The {q,qʹ} path-packets corresponding to the peak ±E-field values: Ex = -199.7×10-

4 a.u. (at 9.823 fs) and Ex = +199.6×10-4 a.u. (at 10.083 fs) are presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-

figure (b). The {q,qʹ} path-packets for Ex = -97.9×10-4 a.u. (at 15.062 fs) and Ex = +106.1×10-4 a.u. (at 14.802 fs) are 

presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-figure (c). The {q,qʹ} path-packets at 100 fs after the pulse is 

switched off is presented in sub-figure (d). For further details see scheme 1. 

  



Table 1. Values of the partial bond-path lengths (BPL) in a.u., in the absence of an electric field. Q1 corresponds to the area 

under the precession ʹ plot from C1 to the BCP, Q2 corresponds to the area under the precession ʹ plot from the BCP to 

C2 in atomic units (a.u.). Q1norm = Q1/PBPL1, Q2norm = Q2/PBPL2. 

 

Time (fs)  ±Ex      C2-BCP, BCP-C1                   (Q1,Q2)                 (Q1norm,Q2norm) 

  0.0  ---            1.2377, 1.2377                   (0.743, 0.743)          (0.600, 0.600) 

    

Table 2. Values of the partial bond-path lengths C1-BCP, BCP-C2 and C1-C2 BCP shifts ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2) for ethene 

subject to a laser pulse of duration 20 fs with frequency  = 0.2692 a.u. The laser pulse electric field Ex was directed along 

the bond-path with units of x10-4 a.u., see the caption of Table 1 and Scheme 1 for further details.  

 

 = 0.2692 a.u. 

Pulse (fs)  ±Ex     C1-BCP, BCP-C2       ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2)                              (Q1norm, Q2norm)  

 5.224 +107.0     1.352, 1.123                 ( 0.114, -0.114)                        (0.395, 0.914)   

 4.944    -98.2     1.122, 1.354                 (-0.116,  0.116)                        (0.914, 0.409)   

 

  9.742 +199.6     1.357, 1.119                 ( 0.119, -0.119)                  (0.422, 0.934)   

10.022  -200.0     1.127, 1.349                 (-0.111,  0.111)                (0.910, 0.396)   

 

14.821 +105.6     1.318, 1.157                 ( 0.081, -0.081)                  (0.449, 0.772)   

15.101    -96.8     1.132, 1.343                 (-0.105,  0.105)                 (0.906, 0.426) 

 

After pulse (fs) 

  20.0    ---     1.153, 1.322                 (-0.084, 0.084)                 (0.742, 0.480)   

  40.0    ---     1.139, 1.336                 (-0.099, 0.099)                 (0.834, 0.480)   

  60.0    ---     1.164, 1.311                 (-0.073, 0.073)                (0.719, 0.503)   

  80.0    ---     1.193, 1.283                 (-0.045, 0.045)                 (0.622, 0.508)   

100.0    ---     1.169, 1.307                 (-0.069, 0.069)                 (0.700, 0.480) 
  

 

Table 3. Values of the partial bond-path lengths C1-BCP, BCP-C2 and C1-C2 BCP shifts ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2) and Q1norm, 

Q2norm in the presence of an electric field Ex during the application of the ultra-fast laser pulse with frequency  = 0.2808 

a.u. and after the pulse is removed, see Table 2 for further details. 

 = 0.2808 a.u. 

Pulse (fs)   ±Ex     C1-BCP, BCP-C2       ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2)                              (Q1norm, Q2norm) 

  5.011 +100.2   1.230, 1.246                 (-0.008,  0.008)                (0.527, 0.490) 

  4.741    -91.7   1.222, 1.253                 (-0.015,  0.015)            (0.561, 0.502) 

 

  9.882 +199.7   1.260, 1.215                 ( 0.022, -0.022)              (0.559, 0.642) 

10.151  -199.8   1.230, 1.245                 (-0.008,  0.008)              (0.573, 0.551) 

 

14.752 +107.7   1.247, 1.228                  ( 0.009, -0.009)                (0.580, 0.620) 

15.022    -99.3   1.229, 1.247                  (-0.009,  0.009)              (0.620, 0.580) 

 

  20.0    ---   1.068, 1.408                  (-0.170,  0.170)              (0.978, 0.366) 

  40.0    ---   1.070, 1.406                  (-0.168,  0.168)              (0.976, 0.367) 

  60.0    ---   1.101, 1.375                  (-0.137,  0.137)              (0.983, 0.389) 

  80.0    ---   1.166, 1.309                  (-0.072,  0.072)              (0.702, 0.423) 

100.0    ---   1.205, 1.270                  (-0.033,  0.032)              (0.585, 0.466)  



Table 4. Values of the partial bond-path lengths C1-BCP, BCP-C2 and C1-C2 BCP shifts ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2) and Q1norm, 

Q2norm in the presence of an electric field Ex during the application of the ultra-fast laser pulse with frequency  = 0.2830 

a.u. and after the pulse is removed, see Table 2 for further details. 

 

 = 0.2830 a.u. 

Pulse (fs)   ±Ex     C1-BCP, BCP-C2        ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2)                            (Q1norm, Q2norm) 

  4.968   +99.0   1.249, 1.226                  ( 0.012, -0.012)                (0.498, 0.529) 

  5.235  -107.4   1.254, 1.222                  ( 0.016, -0.016)                (0.456, 0.515) 

  

  9.797 +199.6   1.233, 1.242                  (-0.004,  0.004)               (0.602, 0.583) 

10.064  -199.6   1.256, 1.219                  ( 0.019, -0.019)                (0.546, 0.609) 

 

15.171   +94.6   1.231, 1.244                   (-0.006,  0.006)               (0.619, 0.597) 

14.904  -103.0   1.247, 1.228                   ( 0.009, -0.009)               (0.580, 0.620) 

 

  20.0     ---   1.189, 1.286                   (-0.048,  0.048)              (0.656, 0.445) 

  40.0      ---   1.256, 1.220                   ( 0.018, -0.018)              (0.486, 0.547) 

  60.0     ---   1.325, 1.150                   ( 0.088, -0.088)              (0.418, 0.761) 

  80.0     ---   1.378, 1.098                   ( 0.140, -0.140)              (0.388, 0.985) 

100.0     ---   1.385, 1.091                   ( 0.147, -0.147)              (0.372, 0.974) 

 

Table 5. Values of the partial bond-path lengths C1-BCP, BCP-C2 and C1-C2 BCP shifts ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2) and Q1norm, 

Q2norm in the presence of an electric field Ex during the application of the ultra-fast laser pulse with frequency  = 0.2900 

a.u. and after the pulse is removed, see Table 2 for further details. 

 = 0.2900 a.u. 

Pulse (fs)   ±Ex     C1-BCP, BCP-C2       ∆(C1-BCP, BCP-C2)                              (Q1norm, Q2norm) 

  4.854   +95.1      1.189, 1.286                 (-0.048,  0.048)               (0.656, 0.460)   

  5.115  -103.4      1.284, 1.191                 ( 0.046, -0.046)               (0.446, 0.623) 

 

10.083 +199.6   1.147, 1.328                 (-0.091,  0.091)              (0.829, 0.431)   

  9.823  -199.7   1.329, 1.147                 ( 0.091, -0.091)               (0.459, 0.845) 

 

14.802 +106.1   1.177, 1.299                 (-0.061,  0.061)               (0.743, 0.499)   

15.062    -97.9   1.310, 1.165                 ( 0.073, -0.073)                (0.495, 0.800)   

 

  20.0     ---   1.120, 1.355                 (-0.118,  0.118)               (0.916, 0.381)   

  40.0     ---   1.090, 1.385                 (-0.148,  0.148)               (0.975, 0.359)   

  60.0     ---   1.064, 1.411                 (-0.174,  0.174)               (0.981, 0.366)   

  80.0     ---   1.072, 1.404                 (-0.166,  0.166)               (0.974, 0.367)   

100.0     ---   1.102, 1.374                 (-0.136,  0.136)              (0.982, 0.375) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusions 

 

 

Next generation QTAIM was used to quantify the electron dynamics arising from the application of an ultra-fast 

non-ionizing laser pulse of duration 20 fs, with peak amplitude ±Ex = 200x10-4 a.u. directed along the ethene C1-

C2 BCP bond-path. Four laser pulse frequencies  = 0.2692 a.u., 0.2808 a.u., 0.2830 a.u. and 0.2900 a.u., were 

chosen to correspond to excitation energies mid-way between the (S1,S2), (S2,S3), (S3,S4) and (S4,S5) electronic 

states, respectively. The after effects of the laser pulse, up to 100 fs after the laser pulse was switched off, on the 

total electronic charge density distribution ρ(r) were also quantified.  

The scalar QTAIM measures were used to quantify the C1-C2 BCP shifts, but were not able to distinguish the 

directional effects induced by the +Ex and -Ex directions of the laser pulse since all the C1-C2 BCP shifts 

possessed identical magnitudes for the ±Ex directions.  

The directional chemical measures in the form of the NG-QTAIM interpretation of chemical bonding, i.e. the C1-

C2 BCP {q,q′} path-packets, were used to visualize any polarization effects induced by the application of the 

laser pulse. Polarization effects were clearly evident for the lowest and highest C1-C2 BCP {q,q′} path-packets 

in the form of tear drop shapes corresponding to the direction, +Ex or -Ex, of the laser pulse. These polarization 

effects increased, in the form of more pronounced tear drop shaped {q,q′} path-packets, after the laser pulse was 

switched off for the laser pulse frequencies  = 0.2808 a.u. and 0.2900 a.u. The C-H BCPs did not align 

parallel/anti-parallel to the Ex orientation of the applied laser pulse. The response of the {q,q′} path-packets is 

strongly asymmetric depending on the direction of the +Ex or -Ex laser pulse and stronger than for the static ±Ex-

field with the same magnitude 200x10-4 a.u. The {q,q′} path-packets were quantified in the form of the precession 

ʹ plots; the area under these ʹ plots was normalized to remove the effect of the BCP sliding, resulting in Q1norm 

and Q2norm values. The Q1norm and Q2norm values could be compared directly with the relaxed ethene molecule to 

provide an understanding of the laser-pulse-induced changes to the directional chemical character for the duration 

of the laser pulse and after the laser pulse was switched off. Comparison of the magnitudes of the Q1norm and 

Q2norm values with that of the relaxed ethene indicated increases and decreases in the strength, i.e. bond-rigidity 

vs bond-flexibility, of the C1-BCP and BCP-C2 bond-path sections. The strongest, i.e. most rigid, section of the 

C1-C2 BCP bond-path was the C1-BCP on account of possessing the highest values of Q1norm or Q2norm that 

occurred after the pulse was switched off for  = 0.2808 a.u. and 0.2900 a.u.  

Differences in the magnitudes of the Q1norm and Q2norm values indicated polarization effects on a chemical bonding 

range that spanned strong (rigid) pi-character to weak (flexible) hydrogen bond-like interactions. Large effects 

were detected up to 100 fs after the laser pulse was switched off. These effects were stronger (more rigid) than 

those induced whilst the laser pulse was switch on.  

The ability of NG-QTAM to provide analysis of the effects of an applied non-ionizing ultra-fast laser pulse 

without consideration of the nuclear dynamics highlights the sensitivity of NG-QTAIM to determine subtle 



directional effects present in the electron dynamics. No other methods currently exist to provide these directional 

insights into the electron dynamics. NG-QTAIM is therefore of particular relevance for use with ultra-fast 

phenomena since nuclei respond orders of magnitude slower than the total electronic charge density distribution 

ρ(r).   
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